1. Introduction. A well-known theorem of Lusin states that any measurable real-valued function / defined on Euclidean «-space can be approximated by continuous functions in the sense that there is a sequence {/} of continuous functions such that lim m({p \f(p)¿ /(/»)}) = 0, y-* co where «z denotes Lebesgue measure.
In [9] Whitney proved that the real-valued measurable functions which can be approximated in the above sense by continuously differentiable functions are those which have an approximate total differential at almost every point.
The above material leads naturally to the question of whether analogous statements hold for one-one measurable transformations of U onto U, where U is an open subset of Euclidean «-space. In [1] Goffman proved that any one-one measurable transformation T of the open unit interval T (« = 2) onto T can be approximated by homeomorphisms in the sense that there is a sequence {</>,} of homeomorphisms of /" onto /" such that lim m({p | T(p) =4 UP) or T~\p) * <p7\p)}) = 0. y-.cc This paper is concerned primarily with obtaining a result for transformations of /" onto /" (« = 2) which bears the same relationship to Whitney's result as Goffman's does to Lusin's theorem. That is, it is concerned mainly with the determination of which one-one measurable transformations of /" onto /" (« = 2) can be approximated in the sense of the preceding paragraph by C^diffeomorphisms.
2. Preliminaries. For any positive integer «, Euclidean «-space will be denoted by F" (F1 will also be denoted by F). Lebesgue outer measure on the family of all subsets of Fn will be denoted by m*. Lebesgue measure on the family of Lebesgue measurable subsets of Rn will be denoted by m. The adjective "measurable" will always be used to mean "Lebesgue measurable."
Let/be a real-valued function defined on the open subset U of Rn. Let/? be in U. For any «-tuple (ku..., kn) of nonnegative integers we write D«i.k»M f°r ddxt---8xl{p)-If k, = 0 for i^j and k¡=s, then we write D'/{p) for D{kl.kn,/(/»). If, in addition, í=1, then we write DJ(p) for D)/(p). And, if «= 1, then we write/(s)(/») for D\/(p). Let F be a measurable subset of F. A point x in F is called a point of density of F if lim^oo (m(Jk n F)/w(7fc))=l for every sequence {/J of closed intervals such that x e (~)k = xJk and lim*...«*, m(Jk)=0. A function / defined on an open subset U of F is said to have an approximate derivative at the point x0 in U if there is a measurable subset F of U such that x0 is a point of density of F and lim ™-™ x-*xo;xeE X Xq exists. From now on, unless otherwise specified, U will denote an open subset of F". A real-valued function / defined on U is said to have an approximate partial derivative at p0 = (x°, ■ ■., x°) in U in the direction of the x^-axis (1 újún) if the function/(x?,..., x°_1( -, x°+1,..., x°) has an approximate derivative at x?. The approximate partial derivative of/at/»0 in the direction of the x;-axis is denoted by Dr/ipo). If 7=1, we write/a'p(/»0) for D?(Po).
Let F be a transformation of U into F\ We write F=(/, ...,/") where the/ are the real valued functions defined on U such that T{p) = (/(/»),..., /"(/»)) for all /»in U.lfpeU and D¡/k{p) exists for 7, & = 1,..., «, then the Jacobian of F at /» is denoted by 7(F, /»). In this paper r will always denote either a positive integer or 00, unless explicitly stated otherwise. Now we have a definition fundamental to the paper. Definition 2. Let F be an one-one measurable transformation of U onto U. Then Fis said to be approximately smooth of order r if, for every e>0, there is a C-diffeomorphism <j>c of U onto U such that m({p \ T(p)^(f>e(p)})<e. If F is approximately smooth of order 1, then we say simply that F is approximately smooth.
Let F be a measurable subset of F". A point /»" = (xj,..., x°) in Fn is called a point of linear density of F in the direction of the x3-axis (l^j^n) if the set E(po,j), defined by E{p0,j) = {x | (x?,..., x?_j, x, x?+1,..., x°) e E}, is measurable and x° is a point of density of E{p0, j). We will denote by F* the set of all /» in F such that p is a point of linear density of F in the direction of the xraxis for y'=l,...,n. Then «z(F-F*)=0 (see [7, p. 298] ). We will need the following elementary proposition. Proposition 1. Let f and g be real valued functions defined on U. Let E be a measurable subset of{p \ f(p)=g(p)}-Suppose that p o e E* and that 1 =y'=«.
(1) IfDJ(po) exists, then Dfg(p0) exists and DjBg(p0) = Djf(po).
(2) IfDJ(j)o) and Dtg(Po) exist, then MPo)=^?0>o). Definition 3. For an open subset U of Fn, let Cr(U) denote the set of all measurable functions/: U'-> R with the property that, for every e>0, there is a function fe:U-+R of class Cr such that m({p | /(/») ¿fe(p)}) < e. Theorem 1. Let F=(/, ...,/") be a one-one measurable transformation of U onto U. Suppose that T is approximately smooth of order r. Then the following statements hold.
(1) Forj=l,...,n,feCr(U).
(2) Fory, k= 1,..., n, Dfvfk(p) exists for almost all p in U. So let F be a subset of U of positive measure. Let z0 be such that «z(F n Aio) > 0. Since the diffeomorphism <p,~0* has property (yV) (see [6, p. 339] ), m(<pio[E n Aio]) > 0. But then m*(T[E])tm(<f>io[E n Aio])>0. Thus F"1 has property (yV). [July Proof of (4) Suppose that U is connected. By the proof of (2), 7ap(F,/») is defined for all /» in IJi™ i A* and Jap{T,p)=J{<f>i,p) for all p in A*. Since <j>¡ is a diffeomorphism and U is connected, either 7(<^¡, /») > 0 for all /? in U or 7(<£(, /») < 0 for all/» in £/. Since lim^«, «i(C/-^j*)=0, either 7ap(F,/»)>0 for almost all/» in U or /ap(F, /») < 0 for almost all p in U.
Proof of (5) . Suppose that m{U) <oo and that F has property (A/). Then F[F] is measurable for every measurable subset F of U. Now let e > 0. For any measurable subset E of U let /¿(F) = «i (F[F] ). Then ^ is a finite measure on the family of measurable subsets of U. And /¿ is absolutely continuous with respect to m since F has property (A/). So there is 8 > 0 such that m{E) < 8 implies that m{T[E])=/x(F) < e (see [7, p. 31] 
Therefore F"1 is approximately smooth of order r. The converse follows from (3) . Proof of (6) . If fa is substituted for (f>¡ in the proof of (5), then we have a proof of (6) . | For/» and q in Fn, we denote the Euclidean distance between them by \\p-q\\. For /» in Fn and e>0 we let B{p, e) denote the set {q e Fn | |/»-#|| ^«}. For «^ 1, we let Tn denote the set {{xu ..., xn) e Rn | 0<x,< 1 for /'= 1,..., «} (we also denote 71 by 7). For any subset A of Rn we denote the closure, interior, and boundary of A by cl A, int A, and bdry A, respectively. (3) there is a C°°-diffeomorphism 0 of U onto (7 such that J{6,p)<0 for all /» in (7. Remark. The set 7n satisfies condition (*) and the only subsets of F which satisfy condition (*) are bounded open intervals.
The main theorem.
Theorem 2. Let U be an open subset o/ Rn («^2) satisfying condition {*). Let T={/x, ...,/") be a one-one measurable trans/ormation o/ U onto U. Suppose that {l)/eCr{U)/orj=l,...,n,
(2) either Jap{T,p)^0far almost allp in U or Jap{T,p)S0far almost allp in U, and (3) T-1 has property (TV).
Then T is approximately smooth o/order r.
We prove Theorem 2 via the following lemmas. .., k} be contained in Dr{Rn) and let UJL x B(p¡, ef) be contained in U. Suppose that (1) UBiPi, e,)]c U/orj= l,...,k, and (2) {B(p}, ei)\j=l,...,k}u {^[BiPj, e¡)] \j=l,...,k}isa disjoint family.
Then there is <j> in Dr{Rn) and a compact set K contained in U such that (a) \JUi Bip^e^iatK, (b) 4>\B{Pi, ej) = <f>j\B{pj, e,)/orj=l, ...,k,and
Remark. If «= 1, then Lemma 6 is false if k^2. This is what prevents the proof of Theorem 2 from holding when « = 1.
Proof. For 7= 1,..., k, let Bj = B{p,, e¡). Since U is connected, n^2, and (2) Define <j> by <Kp) = tfip) ifpeU,, j=l,...,k, = /» if/»eF"-U^.
Then </> is the required diffeomorphism. | In the rest of this section, unless otherwise specified, U will denote an open subset of Rn (« ^ 2) satisfying condition (*). Lemma 7. Let T={fx,. ..,/") be a one-one measurable trans/ormation 0/ U onto U such that/ e Cr{U) far j= 1,..., «. Let E be a measurable subset 0/ {p I -UF P) > 0} ({/» I 7ap(F, /») < 0}).
Suppose that m{E)>a>0.
Then there is C-diffeomorphism <f>a of U onto U such that m{{p I T{p) = UP)} n F) > a.
Proof. (1) Suppose that F<={/» | 7ap(F,/»)>0}. Since / e Cr(C/) for/=l,...,«, there is a transformation S: U->Rn of class C such that m{{p | F(/>) ^ S(p)}) <m(E) -a. Then m({p \ T(p) = S(p)} n E)>a. Let F be a compact set contained in F n {/» I F(/») = S(p)}* and such that m(K) > a. From the first property of K and Proposition 1(1), we have J(S, p) =/ap(F, /») > 0 for every /» in F. And, since S'|F=F|F, SlF is one-one. Thus, since F is compact, S\ K is a homeomorphism.
Let V={p e U | J(S,p)>0}. Then, by Lemma 1,  there is an open set W such that KaW^V and S\W is a C-diffeomorphism. And W can be chosen so that
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Now let "V be the family of all B(p, e) contained in W for which there is <p in Dr(Rn) such that S\B(p, e)=<f>\B(p, e). By Lemma 3, for each p in W there is a positive number ep such that {B(p, e) | 0<e<ep}<=y. Thus W and "f satisfy the hypothesis of Vitali's theorem (see [7, p. 109] ). Hence, since m(W)<ao, there is a finite disjoint family {B(p¡, e¡) \ j= 1,..., k) contained in "V such that m(w-\Ji B(p"eS) < m(K)-a. (2) If U is a bounded open subset of F" and ^ is a homeomorphism of U onto t/, then the condition that «¿-1 has property {N) means essentially that <£-1 is "absolutely continuous." Explicitly, this means that <^_1 is eAC in the terminology of [6] .
In [9], Whitney proved the following two theorems, the first of which allows us to determine "explicitly" the approximately smooth one-one measurable transformations of U onto U. Theorem 4 (Whitney). Let r be a positive integer and let f be a real valued function defined on the open subset U of Rn. Suppose that (1) f has partial derivatives of order ^r everywhere on U and (2) each partial derivative off of order r has a total derivative almost everywhere on U. ThenfeCr+1(U).
Combining these two theorems with Theorem 2, we have the two of the most important results of this paper. (1), (2), (3), and (A) T has property (N).
If Tsatisfies (1), (2), (3) Remark. If « = 2 in Theorem 6, then Fis necessarily a homeomorphism and (3) follows from (1) (see [6] ).
Another corollary to Theorem 2 is the following. for all /» in Af whenever s and r are positive integers ^7 and 2"=i ^¡=7-So (*) holds for allp in A«, whenever s and t are positive integers such that n 2 fci á min (s, r).
1=1
Now let F be a closed set contained in Am such that m{U-F)<e. For every positive integer « and every «-tuple {kx,..., kn) of nonnegative integers define /*,.k") by/fcl.*")(/>) = A**.*")£//>) for/» in F where 2?=i^¡=/ From the preceding paragraph it follows that the/fcl.kn) are well defined and that/is of class C°° on F. Then, by [8, Theorem 1] , there is a function «: Rn-+ R of class C°°s uch that «|F=/|F. Hence/e Coe(£/). | Remark. Theorem 2 is false for F. For define /by /(x) = x+l/2 ifO < x < 1/2, = x-l/2 if 1/2 < x < 1, = 1/2 ifx=l/2.
Then / is a one-one measurable transformation of 7 onto I such that/e CX{I), /'(x)=l for almost all x in T, and/"1 has property (TV). But, if g is a homeomorphism of I onto T, then m{{x | /(x)=g(x)})^ 1/2. (See [1, p. 272] .) However, the following statement can be proved.
Theorem 8. Let <f> be a homeomorphism 0/ I onto I. Then <j> is approximately smooth 0/ order r i/ and only i/ (1) <l> e Cr{I) and (2) (f)'1 has property (TV). 3 . In this section we show that Theorem 2 is the "best possible" theorem. First we need the following definitions.
A modulus of continuity is a monotone nondecreasing function a defined for all nonnegative real numbers such that limÄ_0+ ct(x) = ct(0)=0. (2) Let r,j, and k be as in (1) . Then there is a C-diffeomorphism ß of 7" onto 7" such that ifS=ifi,..
.,/") is a C'-trans/ormation o/In into Fn andif Df{Dri/k){p) exists for almost all p in 7n, then m{{p | ß(p) = S(p)}) = 0. 7/ in addition, S is a Cdiffeomorphism of In onto In, then m({p \ ß(p) = S(p) or ß-1(p) = S'1(p)}) = 0.
Proof. In this proof we denote Lebesgue measure on F by mx and Lebesgue measure on Fn by m.
(1) Let 4>T be a C r-diffeomorphism of I onto I satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 2(2), relative to {aj). For s=l,..
.,n, define as by The last statement of (1) follows since a has property (N). The proof of (2) is the same as the proof of (1) with Corollary 1 substituted for Proposition 2.
4. Examples. In this section mx will denote Lebesgue measure on F and m will denote Lebesgue measure on F2.
A homeomorphism of / onto / is either monotone increasing or monotone decreasing on / and hence has a derivative almost everywhere on /. In contrast to this, for « = 2, a homeomorphism of/" onto /" need not have even approximate partial derivatives almost everywhere on T.
Example 1 v(x,y) =y + 2f(x)y if0 < x < 1,0. < j?.$ 1/2, = y + 2f(x)(l -y) if 0 < x < 1, 1/2 g y < 1. Let a = (u, v) .
Verification. The transformation a is a homeomorphism of I2 onto I2 since v(x, • ) is a homeomorphism of / onto / for all x in /.
(1) Let Z be a subset of I2 of measure 0. We may assume that Z is a Borel set. The following example shows that even if a homeomorphism is of class C, it may fail to be approximately smooth (however, it does follow that its inverse is approximately smooth).
Example 2. There is a homeomorphism ß of / onto / such that (1) j8 is of class C, Construction. Let J={(x, y) \ O^x^ 1, 0^>>^ 1/2} and define r¡ by i¡{x,y) = {l-x,y) for (x,y) in intF Then »? is a C"-diffeomorphism of intT onto int./ such that J{r¡, /») = -1 for all /» in int J. We now need the following material. Definition 7. A subset A of I2 is called sectionally zero-dimensional if, for every line F parallel to either the x-axis or the y-axis and every e > 0, there is a line L' parallel to L such that dist (F,F')<e and L' n A= 0.
Let C be a simple closed curve contained in F2. We denote the bounded component of F2 -C by I{C).
Definition 8. A set F contained in I2 is called a/»-set if bdry F is a simple closed curve which is composed of a finite number of line segments each of which is parallel to either the x-axis or the j>-axis and F=bdry F u T(bdry F).
Theorem 11. ^4 homeomorphism o/ the unit circle in the plane onto itself has an extension to a homeomorphism o/ the closed unit disk onto itself which is a C°°-diffeomorphism of the open unit disk.
Remark. Actually, it follows from [4, Theorem 1.3] that the extension may be chosen so that it is a real analytic diffeomorphism of the open unit disk.
The following is an easy corollary to Theorem 11. Corollary 2. For i-l, 2, let {P{,..., Pß be a disjoint family ofp-sets contained in the interior of the p-set F¿. Let </> be a homeomorphism of bdry Fj onto bdry P2. Then there is a homeomorphism <f>* of Po -(J {intPf \j=l,..
.,n} onto P2 -U{intP2 \j=l,...,n},and,fori=l,2,anopenset U¡ contained in P¿-U{intPj|/-= 1,...,«} such that
(1) for i=l, 2, m{Ui) = m{P'o-{J {intPj | 7=1,...,«}),
(2) <f>*\Ux is a CK-diffeomorphism of Ux onto U2, (3) <f>*\bdryP^=<f>,and (4) ¿*[bdry Pj] = bdry Pf far j=l,..., n.
The following comes directly from the proof of [1, Theorem 1] and will be stated without proof.
There are sectionally zero-dimensional compact sets S1 and S2 contained in int J such that miS1) > 0 and r)[Sx] = S2. Next, there is a family of sets iSh---ik'Pil---ik) ' Step k. For i'=l,2, and/áíi,..
.,A-iá<fi..,ft¡-a> let Kih.,.)k_1 denote the set Hence there is a homeomorphism <rfc of JXk onto /2fc and, for i'= 1, 2, an open set Uik contained in Jik such that (k.l) m{Uik) = m{Jlk) for /= 1, 2, (k.2) ak\UXk is a C"-diffeomorphism of Uxk onto t/2fc, Verification. The proof that r¡* is a homeomorphism of J onto 7 is given in [1 ] . Now, for /'=1,2, let U{ = (J{Uik\ k= 1,2,...}. Then from (k.l), we have m{Ut) = m{J-S') for /=1,2. And, from (k.2), we have r]*\Ux is a C"-diffeomorphism of l/ onto U2.
We now show that 0 has properties (1), (2), and (3). (1 (2) Since 0\S\ 0\{I2-J), 0\UX, and Q^J-iS1 u i/j)] all have property (TV), it follows that 0 has property (TV). Similarly, 0'1 has property (TV).
